
A s organizations embrace hybrid 
and multi-cloud computing 

they must establish an enterprise data 
strategy that helps them secure and 
access their data no matter where it 
resides. 

Cloud offers agencies flexibility, 
agility, scalability, and often, cost 
savings. However, it can be challenging 
for organizations to manage their data 
within a cloud environment when it 
is spread across different systems and 
infrastructures and not managed by a 
single framework. 

“The problem is that data is all over 
the place,” said Wim Stoop, senior 
manager, Enterprise Data Cloud 
at Cloudera. “How do you manage 
something that is in different systems 
and on different infrastructures?”

Most organizations have a hybrid and 
multi-cloud environment, which means 
they are dealing with a fragmented 
landscape, Stoop said. Hybrid and multi-
clouds are difficult to control and even 
more difficult to integrate, which can 
lead to shadow IT, weak security and 
compliance, and data silos. 

However, end users are really just 
concerned about getting insight from 
their data, not what is happening 
behind the scenes. “And that insight 
should come to them in a way that is 
best to them,” he said. 

That’s why it’s important for 
organizations to draft an effective 
enterprise data strategy. It’s the only 
way to conquer hybrid and multi-
cloud environments. 

“Data must be treated as a strategic 
asset and therefore it needs a strategy,” 
Stoop said. “Data properly managed, 
safely and securely accessed by the 
right people, will give you the insight 
that you need.”

By focusing on data, organizations 
can bolster data storage, management, 
and protection, and introduce strong 
security and governance to eliminate 

fraud and increase compliance. This 
will ensure that data is more accurate 
and available. 

This will allow organizations to 
support their business objectives and 
gain insights quickly, he said. 

To be successful, an organization’s 
enterprise data strategy must 
support a hybrid architecture that 
provides consistent data services 
and functionality so that it’s easy to 
share data, metadata and workload 
across any environment. This 
allows organizations to treat cloud 
as infrastructure, which makes it 
a resource to consume, and avoids 
vendor lock in.

Agencies can use their enterprise data 
strategy to drive their cloud strategy by 
following five steps, he said. 

These are: identify business goals, 
understand data including where it 
lives and how it is governed, assess the 
workload, classify data and analytics 
systems to see where the silos are, and 
define and implement a hybrid cloud 
data strategy that looks to the future. 

To achieve this organizations will 
need a platform that works across 
all clouds and infrastructures, across 
the data lifecycle, offers consistent 
security and governance that can be 
applied on any deployment, and can 
leverages open source and standards. 

The Cloudera Data Platform, Stoop 
said, is an enterprise data cloud that 
addresses these issues. It supports 
any cloud and data center and offers 
a single pane of glass to manage any 
CDP deployments. 

It also offers a data catalog and 
replication manager to control data, 
metadata and policies and a workload 
manager to determine the best place 
to run the workloads. 

It’s also easy to use and manage, he 
said. “An end user can simply select the 
analytics that they need and have them 
deployed with T-shirt size simplicity.”

The Shared Data Experience is 
the component that sits between the 
analytics and the form factors providing 
consistent security and governance for 
policies. It makes moving data between 
different clouds easier. 

Numerous federal agencies are using 
Cloudera’s platform but are looking 
to adopt CDP to help manage their 
data in the cloud. For instance, the 
Ohio Department of Administrative 
Services created a platform-as-a-
service to allow agencies to meet their 
specific data sharing, visualization and 
reporting needs. 

In addition, the Kentucky Transport-
ation Cabinet has enabled real-time 
response to inclement weather events 
that incorporates data from such sources 
as Waze and automatic vehicle locations. 

These customers have discovered 
how to make the most of their data in 
the cloud. “With hybrid and multi-
cloud here to stay, you need a strategy 
to take advantage of them and create 
value,” he said. “You need to be able to 
do that better, faster and cheaper.”

The data driven enterprise
Agencies can use their enterprise data strategy to drive their cloud strategy
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“Data properly 
managed, safely and 
securely accessed by 
the right people, will 
give you the insight 
that you need.” 
– WIM STOOP, SENIOR MANAGER, 
ENTERPRISE DATA CLOUD, 
CLOUDERA


